GIZA DEVICE SCAM
Communication to Bee token as the Giza Device scam is the same as the Bee token scam
First of all, link to our Giza-rescue-group on telegram
https://t.me/joinchat/EfZurEa5o6LIQbqWgQiffg

1. Link to Github that can bring you useful information
https://github.com/ico-check/ico-check/issues/38

2. MARCO FIKE, COO: IRONY => it was meaning MARCO FAKE, it was probably a joke
His linked in profile is totally fake => I have contacted all people endorsing him: only endorsement
from L.I.O.N => nobody knows him. https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcofike/

On Marco's linkedin profile:
Torrejon High School 1990 - 2002
"As a result, Torrejon High School graduated its last class in June 1992, and the school then closed its
doors forever."
https://mhsths.org/school-history/

He appears also in his Giza device company as Thomas Jenkins, but after invstigations probably
stolen ID
Other example:

ð We never heard about Esthelle Ness, I have messaged her on linked in. No answer
3. Development team of Giza Device: “3rd Pin “ Russia” led by Ivan Larionov
Third pin has been sub-contracted by Marco Fike to develop the Giza security wallet
ð 3rd Pin and Ivan Larionov never saw Marco Fike, Incredible
ð Beginning of February, 3 d pin decides to give up the development because never paid for
their development work.

4. Call Evans, legal advisor.
Since the communication of 3 d pin giving up the development, Call Evans wrote a public letter
on February 16 sating that he would contact cyber crime if nothing happens within 14 days (no
news from him since that day). Public letter available
Then he retired his photo from linked in !! https://www.linkedin.com/in/calevans1/
He also removed the Giza reference of its profile.
Link to its companies:
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/officers/Kn_BMvnbYlbMkoG2uySKiQws4yE/appointments
ð All are dissolved!! including Gresham International whom he was director as legal advisor
for Giza device.
ð He has changed many times his names into Tony Evans, Frank evans, callum Evans…

5. Jason Hung, Smart contract advisor. https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-hung-471714/
ð I have contacted him and messaged him on linked in but he avoids the questions and
doesn’t help. The only thing he has done after contacting him is to remove the giza
reference from his linked in.
ð It’s so strange that he didn’t meet MArco Fake either…

GIZA DEVICE company in London
Directo Elna Paulette LA FORTUNE (This name also a joke..) Adress Seychelles
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/officers/Jr0gcYkOqu UM6ahlD4t7OvdYU/appointments
This Elna Paulette has got more that 20 companies registered at this London address

Credit cards numbers used to pay Karina the community manager
4100 1580 2047 906
4100 1515 8114 776
4100 1393 3738 066
4100 1399 6724 211
The 410015 is scotia bank, the 410013 is a different one:
www.ucreditu.com, US
www.scotiabank.com.sv El Salvador

Transactions
Very first TX to Giza wallet from BTC-e in May 2017, 2 months before BTC-e seized by
authorities
7,8k ETH were sent from btc-e, means they were sent by criminal that has btc-e private keys
Russian BTC-e boss of btc-e Alexander Vinnik, 37 years old arrested in Greece july 2017 and
BTC-e seized by authorities
Link to transaction:
https://etherscan.io/token/0x10e9c804d5419237f390fa06189bea54279f438f#balances
he is the second biggest Giza token holder.

Giza ETH wallet has been drained in 10 days (2M€) from 23 February to MArch 3 d, 2018
https://etherscan.io/address/0x5505b8415a83f8c190c02458bd8ec0efed15642e#internaltx

If link doesn’t work => fill the Giza wallet address in the search and click on Internal
transactions. Here is what you can see

BEE TOKEN = GIZA SCAMMERS
Look at February 23-24 transactions to understand

A. 100 Eth were sent from Giza to 0x8d5D881f4AF9104EB377dCac812c459BC2E59880 (Marco Fike
scam wallet)
https://etherscan.io/address/0x5505b8415a83f8c190c02458bd8ec0efed15642e#internaltx

B.

The same target address 0x8d5D881f4AF9104EB377dCac812c459BC2E59880

received 27.64531586 Ether from 0xA3B3e8CcC98d5c156F2eB96a3987c6339B59F68f later
https://etherscan.io/address/0x8d5d881f4af9104eb377dcac812c459bc2e59880

C.

And the sender 0xA3B3e8CcC98d5c156F2eB96a3987c6339B59F68f

received 30Ether from a reported Fake_Phishing account:
https://etherscan.io/address/0xa3b3e8ccc98d5c156f2eb96a3987c6339b59f68f

D. And now look the scam report by clicking on Fake Phishing367
https://etherscan.io/address/0xe336327426b8f95a5f5eb1f74144fd9065069c28

CONCLUSION.
The fake phishing 367 reports Bee token email phishing scam to the wallet
0xA3B3e8CcC98d5c156F2eB96a3987c6339B59F68f then to the wallet
0x8d5D881f4AF9104EB377dCac812c459BC2E59880 ówallet used to transfer 100 ETH from the giza
device on 24-25 february 2018

Finally, ETH ARE GOING FROM GIZA TO SHAPESHIFT
The Eth are going to
0x8d5D881f4AF9104EB377dCac812c459BC2E59880 and then to
0xe7dD8D41FA07fE8BCB036E37aB6541EAb42cE6C7 and then to
0x34Be4d23E0d56175b0A14b3f9fCE722c1BfA69ca and then to Shapeshift.
It takes also other ways to Shapeshift:
The other ways go over 0x6F708627b048e4B052c1d8c897B2629aB727dD76
or over 0x8bb131D4EfE7499BE720966AA9De994f0a0De6Df to Shapeshift.
And then you cannot follow it further because of the functionality of this exchange.

